
Chapter 27
WWII  

Section 1 (815-820):  Prelude to War (1933-1939)                 [RB: 467-477]
Intro

1.  What were the 3 components to the mentality of “collective security” of the 1920s?
The Role of Hitler

2.  How did Hitler justify his expansionist policies?  Explain
The “Diplomatic Revolution”

OK, reread that section that begins “The British were starting a policy of Appeasement, . . .”  
until the end of the paragraph.  A “bulwark” is a defensive wall.  ah, now some actions should 
begin to make sense.
3.  What action did Hitler take in March of 1936?  

 Why did the Allies not respond?
4.  What was the rationale for the German-Japanese alliance?

The Path To War
5.   1)  Rhineland  36,  2) Austria  38
      How did Hitler take Austria?

This event is often called the “Anschluss”  RB 474
Your book fails to mention that an Austrian vote taken in April showed a majority supported

6.  What and where is the the Sudetenland?
7.  1)  Rhineland  36,  2) Austria  38    3)  Sudetenland ‘38

What occurred at Munich?  “Munich becomes synonymous with “appeasement”
8.  What happened to Czechoslovakia a few months after the Sudetenland was given to Hitler?

You  probably will need to go to the review book [476] to answer this one.
1)  Rhineland  36,  2) Austria  38    3)  Sudetenland ‘38    4)  Czechoslovakia ‘39

9.  What was the last straw for the  Allies?
10.   The Allies wanted whose help to stop Hitler???!??!?!
Now think how freaked out the world was when Hitler and Stalin formed their alliance.
Their alliance is temporary.  They both still HATE the other.  Each is merely using the alliance 
to stall for time. 
11.  What event starts WWII?  In what year??

Section 2 (821-829):  The Course of World War II [RB:  481-493]
Victory and  Stalemate

Try to get the Big Picture of this war.  Not too much on the details.
1.  How do the German’s do in the first 6 months of the war?  EXPLAIN!
The French situation is confusing:  the northern 3/5 of France is added to the German Empire, 

while the southern fifth is called Vichy France (ruled by French collaborators with the Nazis)
   The French “government-in-exile”  in London is called  the Free French movement and is 

led  by Charles DeGalle
2. Describe the Battle of Britain
3.  Why was North Africa & the Suez Canal important?
4.  How far into Russia did German armies get in 1941?   
Notice:  Japan attacked  Pearl Harbor to  “preempt” (prevent) an American attack.
5.  OK, Look at the map on page 824.  Hitler owns everything in dark & light green in 1941!!!!!

         Now look at the map on 825.  Everything within the red line is a “Japanese Lake” in 1942!!
  Uh oh.  It does NOT look good for the allies.
6.  No, I’m serious.   Look at those two maps.

The Turning Point of the War
7.  What were the positive and negative results  of the Allied policy of “unconditional surrender”



The Last Years of the War
8.  How did the Allies crack into Hitler’s “Fortress Europe  

Section 3 (829-834):  The Nazi New Order
The Nazi Empire

Notice how the German focus is to the east. 
   And look how occupied areas are governed: slave labor!
Resistance Movements

That “Tito” guy from Yugoslavia will be important for the next 50 years.  Remember him.
That failed assassination attempt with the bomb failed because the bomb was placed on the 

wrong side of a massive oak table.
  The Holocaust         [RB:  490]

1.  What is the “final solution” to the “Jewish Problem”
That is an amazingly tragic picture on 832.  The impending death of that man seems even more 

horrific than the number of people who have already been executed in that pit.
IMPORTANT:  Read the brown box on page 834 more than one time.   Those freaks who deny 

the Holocaust don’t come right out and say “nothing happened”  however, they usually deny 
the existence of the gassings and the crematoria.   Read that box again!

2.  What percentage of the total Jews in Europe were killed in the Holocaust?
3.  What other groups were killed in the death camps?
4.  About how many Jews were killed in the Holocaust?   and how many others?
5.  Using the map on 835, the Jews of which countries were hit the hardest?

Section 4 (835-841):  The Home Front
1.  About how many civilians were killed in WWII?

The Mobilization of Peoples
2.  What percentage of every person killed in WWII was Russian???
3.  The only country to have female combatants was . . . 

The Front-line Civilians
This is the only intro-text I’ve ever seen to handle this difficult topic!
4.  How effective were the Allied bombing campaigns on civilians?

Section 5 (841-845):  Aftermath,  The Emergence of the Cold War    [RB:  493-497]
THIS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT SECTION OF THIS  CHAPTER
THE REVIEW BOOK IS EXTREMELY CLEAR ON EACH CONFERENCE!!!
So, the Cold War (the competition between the US & USSR) had its roots in the ending of WWII

The Conferences at Teheran, Yalta, & Potsdam
1.  What was the major implications of the decision at Teheran?
2.  What are the catch-phrases for Stalin’s and Roosevelt’s  view of the world after WWII?

   uh-oh.  I see a problem looming  with two such disparate approaches!
3. How many Red Army soldiers are in Eastern Europe??!?!?   

Remember that, when people begin attacking  Roosevelt for “giving” eastern Europe to the 
Soviets.   Was the US willing to fight a war over it?  Nope.

Stalin sought “absolute military security”   Countries behave badly when they seek this.  ouch.
Please reread 842-843 again.  It’s so important for the next 50 Years!!!!
4.  What is the Soviet justification (not the American interpretation) for its Eastern European 

Policy. (the answer is spread out over 842-843)


